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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

TITLE 
   Risk Control and Credit Analyst  

NUMBER 
   50018652 

JOB FAMILY 
   Finance and Accounting 

GRADE 
    9 

DATE REVIEWED 
   December 2013 

FLSA CLASSIFICATION 
   Exempt 

JOB SUMMARY 
Responsible for executing trade confirmations in an accurate, timely, and reliable manner.  Inputs, maintains, 
monitors, and analyzes data in the gas, power, and risk systems.  Analyzes commodity trading transactions and 
asset management results for performance assessment as well as adherance to the Energy Supply Hedging and 
Optimization Procedures Manual.  Analyzes available data related to existing risk performance metrics.  Upholds 
the safety compliance standards inherent in PSE’s operating and/or field procedures related to work 
responsibilities. Promotes and supports a culture of total safety. 

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES 
 Executes and reviews transaction confirmations for all trading activity in an accurate, timely, and reliable 

manner. 
 Portfolio reporting and monitoring 

 Analyzes physical and financial commodity trading transactions as well as asset management 
forecasts/results.   

 Creates and validates reports and metrics to provide insights into PSE's credit and commodity 
portfolios.   

 Creates ad hoc reports to assist with historical attribution to the activity within PSE's credit and 
commodity portfolios.   

 Develops and maintains desktop procedures for all reporting processes. 
 Risk metrics analysis 

 Analyzes available data related to existing risk performance metrics.  
 Works with other members of mid-office, back-office, front-office, IT, and other stakeholder groups to 

move from design board to production.   
 Assess potential counterparties in accordance to current credit evaluation frameworks. 

 Assists leadership in the oversight of trading, marketing and hedging activities. 
 Assists in developing and executing projects, including enhancements to risk management systems. 
 Works across related business units to resolve errors and provide ad hoc reporting as required. 
 Develops an understanding of PSE's businesses and how daily operational tasks contribute to the 

businesses.   
 Functions as a communication bridge between front and back office. 
 Performs other duties as assigned. 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS / KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS / ABILITIES 
 Bachelor’s degree in engineering, math, science, finance or other relevant field; or equivalent combination of 

education and/or relevant experience may be substituted. 
 3 years relevant experience (such as energy accounting, physical/financial commodity markets).  
 Proficiency with Microsoft Office products including advanced Excel knowledge. 
 Self-starter with the ability to work effectively without direct supervision in a fast paced, stressful, and 

multitasking environment. 
 Good attention to detail. 
 Excellent analytical and problem-solving skills. 
 Strong interpersonal skills in order to communicate with both internal and external customers to accomplish 

tasks in a timely manner. 
DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS / KNOWLEDGE / SKILLS / ABILITIES 
 Basic understanding of commodity transactions and financial data, and preparing analysis reports. 
 Knowledge of financial derivative instruments, risk measures and probability distribution concepts. 

 


